
The Challenge

You may have seen post carousels or "sliders" online -- they are fancy graphical displays
that feature popular posts or pages on a website. Post carousels are a great way to bring
attention to the parts of the website that are either new or most popular. TypePad from
SayMedia recently announced a super easy way to create a posts carousel, without one
line of code. So how do you put a post carousel together and how do you decide what
posts or pages get displayed in a post carousel?

Why post carousels?

When someone visits a website they usually are either looking for something specific or
just browsing. Most visitors start on he home page of a website and this is where most
designers place a carousel. There is a natural order to the content on a website - the top
10 pages usually make up 90% or more of the traffic on a website, even websites that
have thousands of pages. In order to attract visitors to the most popular content or to
bring attention to the most recent or to timely posts or pages, a slider is a terrific way to
call out certain content an attractive way.

Content is usually somewhat hidden behind navigation menus on the top, left, right or
even bottom of website. On a mobile device such a smartphone or a tablet a carousel
also encourages visits to continue after the home page. A slider or carousel is an
alternative way to navigate 3-5 pieces of content. It's not only visually attractive but also
takes up a good chunk of prime real estate on a website. If you want people to visit pages
other than the home page, carousels encourage visits to continue.

Statistics on carousel use are sparse but available. You must include compelling content
on a carousel that entices visitors to click and get attention in the first place. We suggest
keeping the number of post carousel features to a maximum of five, but ideally 3 or 4, as
it appears that as the number of features increases, the click-through rates on everything
but the first featured post decreases dramatically.
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And the subject of the post can make a big difference -- breaking news, announcements
or brand new content deserves a feature. This is why it is critical to mine Google
Analytics to identify which posts or pages should be featured. We go over how to do this
below in the step-by-step solution.

How to make an effective post carousel?

There are lots of best practices when it comes to post carousels. Having a post carousel
with 44 features is probably not a great idea -- they are meant as a way to feature just a
few pieces of content. Switching out content and introducing new posts into the carousel
is an effective way to manage the carousel.

I'm from Missouri. Show me an example!

The home page of www.resaspieces.org features a TypePad post carousel. It was
implemented based on the most popular pages over the past year, collected from Google
Analytics. When the organization announces their gala concert ticket and sponsorship
sales, that page gets first billing on the post carousel.

And here's the step-by-step solution

Check out the solution below with screen shots describing designing a post carousel in
TypePad with Google Analytics as guidance for which posts to use. The estimated time to
completion is about 45-90 minutes once you have developed the content you wish to
feature.

Are you interested in more ideas? Subscribe to the NewPath Consulting newsletter or get
in touch via email.
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The below is a snapshot of Resa's Pieces page analytics over most of 2014. The #1
and #4 pages are the home page and the gala concert ticket and sponsorship page,
respectively. The #2 and #3 pages are available for Resa's Pieces member's only and
are not publicly available on the website, so we don't feature them in the post carousel.
The #5 and #6 pages describe the musician biographies and the organization's concert
schedule -- obvious pages that garner lots of traffic.

Please use analytics and data to identify what visitors want to see. There may be some
new content you may wish to feature as well, but as a standard what you should do is
give visitors what they want -- they find the most interesting pieces of content so use a
post carousel to serve them this content.

Post carousels only display posts in most systems including TypePad. We will discuss
a nice little hack to have post carousels display pages as well. Read on below.

Creating Posts in a Special Carousel Category

Post Carousels display all categories or a set of categories. In order to show posts only
from certain categories you should create a new special category called "For
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Carousel". This post category is used with posts that you wish to show in the post
carousel.You will configure the slider to show just posts from this category in a
subsequent step.

Below is a snapshot of posts in the "For Carousel" category. Note that there are some
"draft" posts in this category which are great ways to create new posts that are not yet
published. The chronological order of the posts dictates the order of the post carousel.
In this case the post "Welcome to Resa's Pieces!" is the first position in the post
carousel. Any newer published post will become the first position and push down all
the published posts.
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Using Design to Add a Slider

In order to add a post carousel to your website or blog go to the "Design" tab.

Use Content to add a Post Carousel

Once you are on the Design tab look for the Content section on the left hand side
navigation. Check the check box to the left of "Post Carousel" in order to activate the
post carousel into the design template. Click the pencil icon to edit the post carousel
configuration.
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Note: If you don't see the post carousel on the Design/Content tab you will need to join
the TypePad Beta team under your account settings. Click here to see how to join the
beta team.

Configuring the TypePad Post Carousel

The TypePad Post Carousel has a tremendous amount of features -- more than most
post carousels on the internet. An important note is that the post carousel automatically
features the very first image in a post. If a post has no images, the post carousel will
show an empty blank spot, which is not very attractive so make sure you have an
image in your post.

1. To limit the number of posts to disply make sure you specify a limit. It's set to 10 below,
but we recommend no more than 5.
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2. In order to only show posts from the category we setup above, click the "restrict to a
category" option and select the "For Carousel" category or the specific category you
have setup. If you wish to not display posts under the post carousel on the home page
of the blog or website, check the "exclude carousel posts from blog listing." option.

3. The advanced options has lots of interesting options that allow you to control what is
displayed on the post carousel. On www.resaspieces.org we use the excerpt text as a
way to display a bit of content to the right of the featured post with the Title Position
option.

4. We like to have the post carousel automatically advance each feature, include the little
"page circles" at the bottom of the page and include arrows for navigation.

5. Finally you can control how long each feature is displayed and how fast the feature to
feature transition occurs. You can experiment with these options for the ideal design you
wish to take. Remember to give visitors time read and process each feature to decide if
they should click.

6. Click the "OK" button to save the configuration.
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Now make a Post into the For Carousel category

Here's a post assigned to the "For Carousel" category. This will be a featured post as
soon as it is published.
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How to Turn a Featured Post into a Featured Page

Normally only posts can be featured in the post carousel. Here's a work around that
turns a featured post into a feature page. Just place a "redirect" snippet of HTML into
the post. When a visitor clicks on the featured post they will be quickly taken to the
page in the "url" part of the tag. You must use the HTML view to insert the tag. Just
place the link after the url= text.
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Use Excerpt to display text to the side of a featured Post

The Excerpt feature can be used to summarize the post. Use the "Title Position" option
to display the excerpt alongside the featured post. Note that any HTML will be
rendered in the excerpt. This is an unusual feature normally not easily configured or
found in other post carousel or slider features.

Where to find more great stuff like this?

Visit www.newpathconsulting.com/blog for more great posts like this.
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